Appendix 1: management of missing values for case mix modelling
The extent of missing data in RIKS-HIA and MINAP are shown in the table. To appropriately utilize all available data, specifically for the case mix model of 30-day mortality in Sweden and the UK, we imputed missing case mix variables using the SAS multiple imputation procedures, replacing each missing value with a set of values which represent a random sample of the missing value. 1 We used the Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm for arbitrary missing data patterns. 2 The number of imputations in the study is 21.
In multiple imputation for missing case mix information, we include case mix variables of gender, smoking, history of diabetes and hypertension, troponin, admission systolic blood pressure, admission heart rate, history of cardiovascular disease (heart failure, cardiac arrest prior to admission, cerebrovascular disease, MI), procedure and medication prior to hospital admission (anti-platelet treatment, PCI, CABG), treatment applied for all AMI patients (non-primary PCI, Intravenous The similar or greater estimated number of lives saved by hospital practise variation in discharge medications use than reperfusion was due to the greater patients population (all AMI survived the acute infarct) may be benefited from the use of discharge meditation than reperfusion therapy for STEMI patients alone.
Estimated deaths delayed or prevented if hospitals of the lower treatment use quartiles (Q1-Q3) had hospital standardised mix-standardised mortality in the highest treatment quartile (Q4). 
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